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We are...

A nonprofit, online, private institution offering the Doctor of Behavioral Health (DBH) degree, exclusively focused on integrated healthcare.
Our Flagship Program: The Doctor of Behavioral Health

Be on the forefront of integrated behavioral healthcare as a Doctor of Behavioral Health.

The Doctor of Behavioral Health graduate degree program (DBH) prepares integrated care professionals to best deliver whole-person healthcare to diverse communities and to improve access to quality healthcare for all people.

Students are trained as doctoral level experts in integrated behavioral healthcare and are prepared to deliver patient-centered care, work in interdisciplinary teams, employ evidence-based practice and quality improvement approaches, and utilize informatics in primary care and other medical settings.

Learn more about Doctorate of Behavioral Health career pathways or explore the curriculum below.

Affordability
At $400 per credit hour, the DBH program at Cummings Graduate Institute for Behavioral Health Studies is the most affordable integrated behavioral healthcare doctoral degree program in the US. Scholarship opportunities are available.

Learn more about DBH program tuition.

The Doctor of Behavioral Health program is approved to accept VA Education Benefits for eligible veterans and beneficiaries. Learn more about VA Education Benefits at CGI.

https://cgi.edu/dbh/
Become a next generation healthcare leader.

The Master of Healthcare Leadership (MHL) Program delivers advanced training in leading and managing integrated healthcare delivery. The MHL Program prepares students to transform healthcare settings using firm foundations in population health management, strategic thinking, critical analysis, and innovative change-management.

Affordability
At $400 per credit hour, the MHL program at Cummings Graduate Institute is an affordable healthcare leadership master level degree program, averaging 75% less than the average cost of comparable programs.

Read more about MHL program tuition.

Curriculum
The MHL curriculum prepares graduates to:

- effectively collaborate with multi-modality leadership
- create a transformational culture around person-centered care
- deliver evidence-based change management and leadership efficiency
- quantify quality, risk management, and cost containment
- design cost-effective population health approaches and improvements
- lead improvements in healthcare cost containment, patient and provider engagement, legal and information systems management
- create a holistic culture of care with a focus on the Quadruple Aim

Launch in the Fall: Masters in Healthcare Leadership

https://cgi.edu/mhl/

Request Information
Who Will Replace You?

Investing in your team to prepare and empower new leaders and prevent burnout
Who Are the Leaders in Your Neighborhood?

How are those leaders transforming identity and culture?
Educational Determinants of Health

How must healthcare education and training evolve?

Three keys to empowerment:

1. Your Unique Journey
2. Your Legacy (The Infinite Plan)
3. The Tools you Need
Your Unique Journey

“The saddest journey in the world is the one that follows a precise itinerary. You’re not a traveler. You’re a tourist.”

How can you create a community and a tribe to elevate your game. Run with a pack that “get you” and “elevate you”. Who helps you and who are you helping?
What will be your legacy?

How can we achieve fulfilling careers in a complex field with so many pressures?
The Tools You Need
The World Needs You
Join the movement for change!
cgi.edu
Now enrolling our Fall Cohort!
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